
petition for a two month extension of time under 37 CFR § 1 .136(a) filed

herewith, please reconsider the rejection in view of the following amendment

and remarks.

Please amend the application as follows:

IN THE SPECIFICATION

Please replace the specification in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

1.121(b)(3). A clean substitute specification and a marked-up specification

are provided herewith in compliance with 37 C.F.R. 1.125(b) and (c).

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as follows:

1 . (Canceled) An attachable bearing bracket inserted into any open or closed

enclosure, allowing a sound replicator and or speaker to gyrate freely around

its circumference/inner perimeter that consist of:

An outer circular ring having a channelized spherical notch;

Ball bearings that reside in the said notch;

An inner circular ring having a notch that resided inscribed in the circle to said

outer ring;

Ball bearing placed between said outer and inner rings;

Spherical balls provide a friction free environment for gyrating said inner ring;
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The combination of said inner and outer circular rings comprise into functional

bracket;

2. (Canceled) Apparatus as described in claim one above further comprising:

Said acoustical replicator defines a top face or front of said bracket;

Said front or top face brackets adjoins said inner circular ring;

An acoustical replicator fastens in said inner circular gyrating ring;

3. (Canceled) The mechanism as described in claim two above

encompasses the adding of mounts on a pre-existing or proposed design

application.

4. (Canceled) The device as described in claim one above wherein said outer

circular ring and said ball bearings and said inner circular ring and with but not

obligatory said acoustical replicator, have a gyrating disposition on any

gyrating degrees.

5. (Canceled) The mechanism as described in claim one above provided

unregulated variable rotations on its axis from its environment.

6. (Canceled) The combinational effort reproduced, allows sound waves to gyrate

sporadically outwards towards its destine.

7. (Canceled) The combinational effort reproduced, allows sound waves to gyrate

sporadically outwards towards its kinetic energy.
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8. (Canceled) The bracketed said sound replicator can thus be gyrated more

rapidly through kinetic energy absorbed through enclosure.

9. (Canceled) Said unregulated variable rotations disposes said waves to

enhance sound effects.

10. (New) A bracket for supporting an acoustical speaker relative to an

enclosure, the bracket comprising:

a ring comprising an outer portion, an inner portion, and a channel

therebetween;

a plurality of bearings disposed within the channel, wherein the inner

portion is rotatable relative to the outer portion and wherein the inner

portion is adapted to receive the acoustical speaker;

a first securing portion disposed on the inner portion, the first securing

portion being adapted to secure the acoustical speaker to the inner

portion; and

a second securing portion, the second securing portion being adapted

to secure the ring to the enclosure.

1 1 . (New) The bracket of claim 10, wherein the ring is adapted to receive a

second acoustical speaker, and the first securing portion is adapted to

secure the plurality of acoustical speakers to the inner portion.

12. (New) The bracket of claim 10, wherein the bearings comprise one of a

cylindrical bearing, angular bearing, linear bearing, needle roller bearing,

thrust bearing, pressed bearing, Y-bearing, angular ball bearing, toroidal

roller bearing, spherical roller bearing, and taper roller bearing.

13. (New) The bracket of claim 10, wherein the inner portion has a diameter

equal to the outer portion, and is configured to be disposed between the

outer portion and the enclosure.

14. (New) The bracket of claim 10, wherein the inner portion has an outer

diameter smaller than the inner diameter of the outer portion, the inner

portion being disposed concentrically within the outer portion.

1 5. (New) The bracket of claim 12, wherein the bearings are formed from

plastic.
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